
BIO

Tomáš Moravanský (SK) was born in 1991 and spent his childhood on a prefabricated block 
housing estate in Dubnica nad Váhom, Slovakia. He graduated from the Intermedia 
Department at the Faculty of Fine Arts, VUT Brno where he received his MgA degree.
He started his doctoral studies under the supervision of doc. Mgr. Václav Magid, in 2020. His 
research mainly focused on choreography and politics of ideological space. 

His work covers a broad spectrum of disciplines. Moravanský is a visual and sound artist, 
composer, multi-instrumentalist, choreographer, performer, film and scenic director, photo-
grapher and mediator.

In his work he often develops the motif of personal, emotionally-tinged expression against a 
conceptual backdrop, and as an artist subscribes to "romantic conceptualism". His work is 
accompanied by critical-analytical reflections anchored in specialist literature, philosophy, 
sociology and psychoanalysis. In addition, his work is marked by distinct traces of humour, 
subliminal associations, puns and self-irony. He produces cycles and series, alternating 
between formal approaches on the basis of content and his own development.

In the background of his work, he deals with the perception of the real world as a virtual 
structure in the form of interactive storytelling and language of post-dance, through which 
he believes it is possible to uncover the invisible forces of ideologies as networks that determi-
ne our behavior and in which we are identifiable entities.

A large proportion of his work consists in collaboration with various people, he invites guests 
from different fields and genres to form art collectives. These guests most frequently feature 
in his music projects where he performs as Panáčik (since 2007). His music combines contem-
porary classical music, irritating pop (mostly known for), polyphonic music, experimental 
collages and electroacoustic music. He stages concerts in the form of music and scenic 
performances which he terms "audio-visual romance".

He makes short films, videos, writes plays, creates gallery installations and interventions into 
the public space. He is currently working on a libretto, as a director and librettist of an opera 
for the Janáček Opera of the Brno National Theatre.

Since 2017 he has produced series of interlinked gallery projects, performances and short 
films known as Still Live Project, in which he explores the subjects of everyday life, psychology 
of movement, virtuality and the culture of individualism in relation to phenomenology. For 
the last two years he has been working on interdisciplinary manifestations of the post-clown 
character in collaboration with the dancer Tereza Sikorová.

He is a co-founder of the INSTITUT INSTITUT (-II-) intermedia art group and civic association 
(2018) which brings together protagonists of different expressions and media in discussion, 
critique, research and contemporary art with an aim to support the creation and presentati-
on of individual and group projects.



Education
2020 -   Doctoral study - Brno University of Technology, Faculty of Fine Arts - doc. Mgr. Václav Magid
2014 - 2018 Studio of Intermedia, Faculty of Fine Arts, University of Technology, Brno 

 head of studio: MgA. Pavel Sterec, Ph.D.
2012 – 2014 Studio of Intermedia, Faculty of Fine Arts, University of Technology, Brno

 head of studio: doc.Václav Stratil, prom.ped. and doc. MgA. Filip Cenek
2010 – 2012 Studio of Video, Faculty of Fine Arts, University of Technology, Brno 

 head of studio: akad. soch. Martin Zet and Jiří Ptáček

Residencies
2020 AiR, Pôtoň Theater, Bátovce, SK
2020 AiR, Stanica Žilina Záriečie, SK
2019 AiR, Brno House of Arts, House of the Lord of Kunstat, CZ
2019 AiR, Kulturák Archa, Lubná, CZ
2019 AiR, Czech Centre Sofia, St. Anastasia Island, Bulgaria
2019 AiR, Egon Schiele Art Centrum, Český Krumlov, CZ
2012 AiR, Deep Camp, Ostrava, CZ
2011 AiR, Artmill, Center for Creativity and Sustainability, Prague, CZ  

Personal exhibitions
(future)
2021 Index ne-miesta, Gallery of M. A. Bazovský, Trenčín
2020 STILL LAST, Studio PRAM, Prague
2020 Repository, Komnata Gallery, Zlín
2020 The Day the Earth Stood Still Left, Platform House Gallery, Bratislava
2020 STILL ROOM, Industra Art, Brno
(past)
2020 Acupuncture of Exhibition Space (squared) part II (INSTITUT INSTITUT), Pragovka Gallery, Prague 
2020 CONDITIONAL CONSTRUCTIONS series I-IV, TIC Gallery, Brno
2020 STILL LEFT, Brno House of Art, House of the Lord of Kunštát 
2019 (participation on the exhibition of Michal Žilinský - Fragment 0), TIC Gallery, Brno
2019 POOL: Virtual Introduction, Haus der Jugend, Osnabrück, Germany
2019 Acupuncture of Exhibition Space (INSTITUT INSTITUT), Galerie FaVU, Brno
2019 Deconstracting the Island (in collaboration with Tereza Sikorová), St. Anastasia Island, Bulgaria 
2019 POOL: Sequences, Egon Schiele Art Centrum, Český Krumlov
2018 STILL LIVE - Pride and prejudice, G99 Gallery, Brno
2018 STILL LIVE, FaVU Gallery, Brno
2016 Videomeaning, curator: Jiří Ptáček, FaVU studio, Brno
2015 Taste etc., multimedia installation, Náplavka, Prague
2015 MRDAT (FUCK), collaboration with Václav Stratil, curator: Jiří Ptáček, PLATO, Ostrava
2013 MRDAT (FUCK), collaboration with Václav Stratil, curator: Jiří Ptáček, Drdova Gallery, Prague 
2012 Výstava, curator: MgA. Kateřina Olivová, Umakart, Brno
2011 Moč (Urine), curator: Libor Novotný, Galerie Kaluž (Puddle Gallery), Ostrava
2011 Záhradka (Little Garden), curator: Klára Břicháčková, Galerie v peněžence

Selected group exhibitions
2018 Networking, as curator, interactive online project, web
2018 Na viděnou Diplomanti FaVU, (Exhibition of diploma works of the graduates of the FaVU VUT Brno), installation
         Curators: L. Klodová, K. Kohoutková, Barbora Lungová, Dům pánů z Kunštátu, Brno
2016 Afterlife, České centrum Berlín, curator Pavel Sterec, Berlin
2014 Crash Test 4, curator: Anna Stárková, Topičův salon, Prague
2014 Trial 5, curator: doc. MgA. Jiří Suchánek, 4AM, Brno
2013 Fake reality, curator: Mgr. Jan Gerych, Galerie Plamínek, Brno
2012 S-Flux, curator: doc. Mgr. Jan Zálešák,Ph.D., G99, Brno
2012 Tractatus pedagogicus, curator: akad.soch. Martin Zet, Entrancegallery, Prague
2012 Human subjekt research, curator: Petr Šprincl, National gallery, Prague
2011 Video on demand, curator: akad.soch. Martin Zet, Galerie Aula, Brno
2011 A Mistake, curator: akad.soch. Martin Zet, Facultyof fine Arts, Poznań
2010 Waterworld, curator: Pavel Fajt, Galerie Aula, Brno
2010 Video, curator: Jiří Ptáček, Egon Schiele Art Centrum, Český Krumlov 

Selected theatrical works and performative events 
(future)
2021 PANOPTICON, opera, direction, libretto, choreography, National Theatre Brno
2021 Dead in the Pool, post-clown stage play solo performance/installation, 
         direction, choreography, music
2020 INTERPRETATIONS, physical theatre, stage play for four dancers, 
         direction, choreography, music, Stanica Žilina Záriečie, SK
2020 CONDITIONAL CONSTRUCTIONS series II-IV, TIC Gallery, Brno 

Selected theatrical works and performative events 
(past)
2020 CONDITIONAL CONSTRUCTIONS series (part I), TIC Gallery, Brno
2020 STILL LIVE: AFTERPARTY, Theater Na Orlí Brno and Pragovka Gallery, Prague 
2019 POOL: Continuum, Site-specific installation, performance, 

International performance art festival Carbonarium, Kyiv, Ukraine
2019 POOL: Stojíme pri kultúre (We Stand by Culture), festival Mobilis, Liptovský Mikuláš, SK
2019 POOL: Sea from the elevation floor / site-specific installation/performance, St. Anastasia Island, Bulgaria
2019 POOL: Attraction / performance, St. Anastasia Island, Bulgaria
2018 POOL: Physical introduction, Buran Teatr, Brno
2018 STILL LIVE: DJs, stage performance/installation, A4, Bratislava
Since 2017 Audiovisual Romance, audiovisual performances, direction, choreography, music, performer
2017 Törless, theatre play, choreography, Disk, Prague, DAMU
2016 Bílý slavík, musical play, music, dramaturgy, direction: theatre Feste, festival Boskovice
2016 Chata v jezerní kotlině, opera, direction, choreography and scenography, Konvikt, Music Olomouc
2013 MRAKODRAP (SKYSCRAPER), theatre play, direction, music and performer, Kabinet múz, Brno
2012 Autorská Hra, theatre play, direction, music and performer, Deep camp, Ostrava 
2007 - 2018 Panáčik – approx. 200 live stage performances

/concerts at clubs, small and medium-sized festivals in Central Europe

Selected audio works
2020 Safety Air Refresher, 8-channel sound composition
Since 2018 White Noise Cube / Allegories for tinnitus (multichannel audio collection)
2017 Panáčik O, studio album
2017 Iszek Baraque, studio album, collaboration with František Chaloupka
2017 soundtrack for physical theatre performance of Viktor Černický - Parolapolea
2017 soundtrack for physical theatre performance Zdruhéstrany - Lehká zem
2016 Panáčik Valčík, composition ft.Václav Stratil, studio album Láška
2016 Panáčik TAKE, aleatoric album compositions
2014 Panáčik POSTMODERNA, studio album, Supraphon
2014 Panáčik soundtrack for the feature film Záhrada
2013 Panáčik MRAKODRAP (SKYSCRAPER), studio album, Supraphon
2013 Panáčik soundtrack for theatre play MRAKODRAP
2013 Best of Václav Stratil, studio album, collaboration with Václav Stratil
2013 Pán William + Panáčik Stratený v diskurze, studio album, collaboration with my sister
2012 (till now) Figure I, II, III, IV, V, VI, VII, … piano compositions / graphic notations of postural scheme
2012 Panáčik Záhrada, studio album, Molon records
2010 Panáčik Comeback, studio album, Supraphon
2006 – 2009 Panáčik Allegations, music collection of 300 compositions 

Selected audiovisual works
Since 2009 - Panáčik selection from 102 videoclips: Vrkoče (2017) 
Po chodníku skáče (2017), 3 citróny (2014), Banán (2014), Struny (2013), 
Panorama (2013), Kormorán (2013), Nákup (2012), Vlna (2012), ...
2018 Panáčik STILL LIVE, video installation
2018 Panáčik Pávy, dance for camera
2018 Panáčik Šaty, dance for camera
2017 Panáčik Vrkoče, dance for camera
2016 Panáčik Videomeaning, 24h video series
2015 Panáčik Videosleeping (Dreams of Era Postmoderna), short film, 15 min
2014 Panáčik MRAKODRAP (SKYSCRAPER), short film, 11 min
2014 Panáčik Záhrada, feature film, 90 min
2009 Dislocation Passage, experimental film, 53 min
2010 Červená modrá, videoclipfor music group Longital
2008 Popálila si si ruku…, videoklip for music group Sto Múch
2007 Soul of robot, videoclip for John 5 - ex co-worker of Marilyn Manson
2007 Jún 27, videoklip for music group Nocadeň

 Workshops
2018 Workshop with sound artist Justin Bennett
2016 LIGHT LAB, Tomáš Hrůza 

Occupation
Since 2018 director of intermedia art group and civic association INSTITUT INSTITUT
Since 2019 members of the professional organization of artists Spolek Skutek
2017 - 2018 external jury for the New York center Apexart
2017 - 2018 lector of work attitude in Guitar Institute, Brno

Prices
2013 RadioHead_Awards, category nomination: best album, best single
2012 RadioHead_Awards, category nomination: best album, best single, best performance, debut
2009 Animo fest, Winner of the best animation film, Bratislava
2008 Ostrava pictures, Winner of the best experimental film, Ostrava
2007 Art film, Winner of the best student film, price of audience, Trenčín
2006 Festival of short films, Winner of the best Slovak short film, Trenčín

CV
Born 13.7.1991, Ilava, Slovakia 
(SK) +421 907 056 220, (CZ) +420 792 373 281 
institutinstitut.oz@gmail.com  
www.institutinstitut.com



SELECTED WORKS

Still Room
Still Left
Still Live
Conditional Constructions I
Pool
Acupuncture of Exhibition Space
Acupuncture of Exhibition Space2

Afterparty
Interpellation
Deep Field
Flow
On the Horizont Was a Ship, Sailboat
Fragment 0
Fuck
Videomeaning
Skyscraper
Panáčik / Audiovisual Romance



STILL ROOM
20.5.2020 - 30.6.2020, Industra Art Gallery / Brno

installation, 72 x ytong 600x500x10 mm, textile, very clean floor, performance, various dimension

Still Room follows a series of interlinked gallery projects, object installations, interventions into the public space, scenic performances and short 
films created under the joint title STILL LIVE in which Moravanský is currently exploring the subjects of everyday life, psychology of movement, 
intellectual property, virtuality and the culture of individualism in relation to phenomenology. 

Still Room is part of a series Still Live.















still from performance after opening hours



STILL LEFT

EN

installation, paper boxes 40x40x40cm, various dimension

Installation STILL LEFT is based on the artist’s residency within the Brno Artists in Resi-
dence programme of the Brno House of Arts which took place in autumn 2019. 
STILL LEFT is a continuation of a set of interconnected gallery projects, object insta-
llations, interventions in public space, scenic performances and short films under 
the umbrella title STILL LIVE, in which Moravanský is currently researching and wor-
king on topics of everyday life, movement psychology, intellectual property, virtua-
lity and culture of individualism in relation to phenomenology.

STILL LEFT elaborates the grasping of the perceived world as a virtual one and with 
the help of an object is set in the gallery space as a place for an intellectual and 
contemplative walk. This creates a paraphrase of a game that has no result but 
only options. The visitor is thus automatically drawn into a situation in which inter-
pellates the work on its internal state. The state manifests itself individually through 
corporeality and creates further information - a specific dialogue in reality and 
leaving an evidence of its expression in the world - visible shapes of its intentions.

We grasp the external space through the situation of our body. Thanks to the as it is 
called "corporeal" or "postural scheme" we have a global, practical and implicit 
idea about the relationship between our body and things, about our position 
towards them at all times. To our surroundings  a bundle of possible movements or 
"motor projects" comes from us. Our body is not in space as things are, rather it 
settles in and inhabits it, clinging to it like a hand to an instrument. Therefore, where 
we want to move, we do not need to move our body as an object.  We do not 
need any means to change its position, we do it as if miraculously because the 
body is ours and allows us to have a direct access to a space. 

The real space in which each point is what it really is, for us as humans is the space 
overlaid by a "virtual space" into which the spatial values that the points would 
acquire if the coordinates of our body change would be written. Between our 
spatial situation and situation of others, a system of correspondence is created in 
which each symbolizes all the others. This different grasp, which transforms our 
factual situation into one case in a system of other possible situations is already 
realized when, for example, we point a finger at a point in space. The gesture of 
demonstration that the animals do not understand assumes that we are already in 
a virtual, centrifigural or cultural space - at the end of the line indicated by our 
finger. This mimic use of our body is not yet a conception of thought, because it 
does not detach us from the bodily situation, but on the contrary assumes its entire 
meaning. 

SK

inštalácia, krabice 40x40x40cm, dimenzie rôzne

Výstava „STILL LEFT“ v Galérii G99 nadväzuje na pobyt hosťujúceho umelca v rámci 
Brno Artist in Residence v Dome umenia, ktorá sa uskutočnila na jeseň 2019. STILL 
LEFT je pokračovaním k súboru prepojených galerijných projektov, objektových 
inštalácii, intervencií do verejného priestoru, scénických predstavení a krátkych 
filmov pod zastrešujúcim názvom STILL LIVE, v ktorom Moravanský v súčasnosti 
skúma a pracuje s témami každodennosti, psychológie pohybu, intelektuálneho 
vlastníctva, virtuality a kultúrou individualizmu vo vzťahu k fenomenológii. 

Výstavu STILL LEFT rozvádza o uchopenia vnímaného sveta ako virtuálneho a za 
pomoci objektu zasadzuje do priestoru galérie ako miesta určeného k intelektuá-
lnej a kontemplatívnej prechádzke. Vytvára tak parafrázu hry, ktorá nemá výsle-
dok, ale iba možnosti. Aktér je tak automaticky vtiahnutý do deja v ktorom dielo 
interpeluje na jeho vnútorný stav, ktorý sa prejavuje individuálne skrz telesnosť, čím 
vytvára ďalšiu informáciu, špecifický dialóg v realite a zanecháva tak doklad o 
svojom výraze vo svete, viditeľné tvary svojich intencií. 

Vonkajší priestor uchopujeme prostredníctvom situácie nášho tela. Vďaka tzv. „te-
lesnému“ či „posturálnemu schématu“ v každej chvíli máme globálnu, praktickú a 
implicitnú predstavu o vzťahoch medzi naším telom a vecami, o našej pozícii voči 
nim. K nášmu okoliu od nás vychádza zväzok možných pohybov či „motorických 
projektov“. Naše telo nie je v priestore, ako v ňom sú veci, skôr sa v ňom zabývava 
a obýva ho, primyká sa k nemu ako ruka k nástroju. Preto kde sa chceme premiest-
niť, nemusíme s ním hýbať ako s predmetom. Nepotrebujeme žiadne prostriedky k 
tomu, aby sme zmenili jeho polohu, robíme to akoby zázrakom, vďaka tomu, že je 
telo naše a umožňuje nám mať priamy prístup k priestoru. 

Skutočný priestor, v ktorom je každý bod tým, čím je, je u človeka prekrytý „virtuál-
nym priestorom“, do ktorého sú zapísané také priestorové hodnoty, ktorých by 
dané body nadobudli, pokiaľ by sa súradnice nášho tela zmenili. Medzi našou 
priestorovou situáciou a situáciou ostatných sa tak vytvára systém korešpondencií, 
v ktorých každá symbolizuje všetky ostatné. Toto odlišné uchopenie, ktoré našu 
faktickú situáciu premieňa v jeden z prípadov v systéme iných možných situácii, sa 
realizuje už vo chvíli, kedy prstom ukážeme na nejaký bod v priestore. Gesto ukáza-
nia, ktorému zvieratá práve nerozumejú, totiž predpokladá, že sa už pohybujeme 
vo virtuálnom, centrifigurálnom či kultúrnom priestore, na konci línie naznačenej 
naším prstom. Toto mimické užitie nášho tela ešte nie je myšlienkové pojímanie, 
pretože nás neodpútava od telesnej situácie, ale naopak preberá celý jej zmysel. 

19.2.2020 - 12.4.2020
Brno House of Arts / G99

Brno

video: Exhibition Walkthrough with the Artist: https://youtu.be/0lxYKMV0nU0













A photo of the exhibition is taken each day after the visiting hours as a time-lapse (19.2.2020 - till now). The photos 
document the movement and expression of the visitors. These were mostly small spatial changes caused by stumbling 
or careless passage around the objects. The composition change of the boxes was based also according to the 
number of the visitors in the gallery at one time. For example, one of the situations was that someone moved all the 
boxes evenly to another level. Likewise, various compositions of the boxes were made by the visitors of the gallery.
Every day before the opening of the gallery, the exhibition was repaired. Destroyed boxes were replaced with the 
new ones. The photos were saved even after the gallery was completely closed due to the expansion of a virus (dark 
photos).

Note. : There was no introduction, instruction or curator text for the visitor during the exhibi-
tion or its opening. Gallery staff should not direct people or explain to them the idea that 
anything is allowed in the gallery. Only two information was present for the visitor. One 
information was the name of the exhibition itself and the other was that visitors could visit 
the exhibition for free if they exchanged entrance ticket for a used ticket from another 
cultural event.

STILL FILES / stills from a security camera time-lapse video: https://youtu.be/4HIWXmQBJr4

room no.1



The visit of testing group lead by Hans Knoll (during residence) 

room no.2



STILL LEFT (game)

First person computer game (beta version), exhibition simulation, interactive storytelling

An infinite number of rooms with paper boxes.



STILL L IVE 2018

Video-performance series, installation, choreography, stage-performances, variable dimensions

2018 - FaVU Gallery, Brno

2018 - House of the Lord of Kunstat, Brno (as Pride and Prejudice)

2018 - 2020 - separate parts presented in various forms as live performances

Still Live is the first part of a series of eponymous title Still Live Project.

The project Still Live from 2018 is a series of six videos whose common feature is the multiplication of a 

subject performing a predetermined sequence of actions. This is the first part of an extensive project 

series that can potentially continue endlessly - just like the actions recorded on videos can be repeated 

endlessly and also by various actors.

 

The project, characterized as postconceptual is with the tradition of conceptual art connected with a 

focus on a predetermined instruction, according to which it is possible to repeatedly realize the work. 

However, the precondition of success is the elimination of subjective decisions in the implementation 

process. In the literature, these instructions are compared to scientific algorithms but also to musical 

scores and choreography. I also use these methods in the interpretation of my approach; this work is 

actually an organic attempt to link my work in the context of visual art with a parallel career in music and 

theater. The choice of activities and roles that show the protagonists of some of the videos (landscape 

painters, DJs) refers in various art forms to the traditional (pre-conceptual) conception of creation as an 

expression of individuality. The work in its theoretical background works with factual processing of indivi-

dual videos with poststructuralsitic interpretation of the subject. (Lacanian psychoanalysis plays a central 

role here).

The entire Still Live project can be interpreted as a nostalgic report of the disappearance of an individual 

subject expressing itself through a work of art but also as a celebration of the possibility of constructing 

the subject's simulacrum and its expression.

 



Natural painters

choreography, v ideoperformance, 10 min. ( loop),  2018
https://youtu.be/Q65NCvEMok8



DJs

choreography, v ideoperformance / stage performance 26 min. 2018 https://youtu.be/U5v4MYsEZBw

(stage performance preview): https://youtu.be/pZDbHuJkyE0



Doubles

choreography, v ideoperformance/ musical score / ( loop),  2018
https://youtu.be/5kCxMg40Pcw



Unti t led

choreography, v ideoperformance, 6 min. ( loop),  2018 https://youtu.be/FBWY1olBBD8



Obsessive Contemplative Disorder

choreography, v ideoperformance, 20 min. ( loop),  2018
https://youtu.be/G2FG8k1q8Go



Stage Behind the Mirror

inf in i te video, ( loop),  2018
https://youtu.be/222AzRK4OVM



2018 - FaVU Gallery, Brno

2018 - House of the Lord of Kunstat, Brno (as Pride and Prejudice)



CONDITIONAL CONSTRUCTIONS I . :  Interpel lat ion
dance-movement composition for four dancers and two gopro camera performers, intervention in public space 18.2.2020, Brno

Dance-movement event took place on 18 February. It began at the artist's solo exhibition STILL LEFT at G99, at the Brno House of Arts and moved 

through the city to the TIC Gallery. „Interpellation“ is the first of the four-part “CC” series of dance interventions in TIC Gallery Brno for 2020.

Imagine: There are individuals walking along. Somewhere (usually behind them) the hail rings out: ‘Hey, you there!’ One individual (nine times 

out of ten it is the right one) turns round, believing/suspecting/knowing that it is for him, i.e. recognizing that ‘it really is he’ who is meant by the 

hailing. But in reality these things happen without any succession. The existence of ideology and the hailing or interpellation of individuals as 

subjects are one and the same thing.

full performance: https://youtu.be/TMj57L32EKc













POOL is a series of practical manifestations of the post-clown in collaboration with dancer and ex-clown Tereza Sikorová.

It is a series of an in situ interventions on the edge of physical theater, sound installation, institutional criticism and allusion 
to independent film genres. It varies according to the context of the particular place and time in which it takes place, 
by activating the surrounding institutions in a passive gesture. It also points to the uselessness and incorrectness of its 
pre-genre (clown culture) by letting it fall into oblivion. It takes over the visual and narrative way of drawing attention to 
itself by a hybrid gesture for a (random) viewer - by principles which can be called as finished in contemporary visual art 
but paradoxically not in theaters art. The post-clown often reflect current social and political issues and trends but as a 
subject does not actively deal with them because she is ecstatically in the superposition of the existence of her privacy - 
whose physical laws have been solved by her. The post-clown character is most often accompanied by acoustic (white) 
noise of the current surroundings.

The series began in 2018 as POOL: Physical Introduction (first part) and continues in various forms of presentation for 
galleries, public space, theatres and cultural institutions in the Czech Republic and abroad (Bulgaria, Ukraine, Germany, 
Slovakia...).

POOL: Physical Introduction – Buranteatr, Brno, CZ
POOL: Sequences - AiR, Egon Schiele Art Centrum in Český Krumlov, CZ
POOL: Sea from the elevation floor and POOL: Attraction - AiR Czech Center Sofia, St.  Anastasia Island, BG
POOL: Continuum - festival Carbonarium, Kyiv, UA
POOL: Confrontation - festival Open Air Program, Hradec Králové, CZ
POOL: We Stand By Culture - festival Mobilis, Diera do sveta, Liptovský Mikuláš, SK
POOL: Virtual Introduction - festival Young Urban Performances, Kunsthalle Osnabrück, G

POOL (series of post-clown manifestations)



post-clown performance, installation, sound of ventilation, video, 25 min

4.12.2018, no longer used sound studio, Buranteatr, Brno, CZ

“A surviving genre of modern times.“

POOL: Physical Introduction is a performance on the edge of physical 
theatre, sound and installation reacting specifically to the space in which 
it is performed. It is a separated scene from a POOL series of post-clown 
manifestations. The performance took place in unused recording studio in 
a theatre. At the entrance to the room, viewers could take a menthol 
candy, which some of them unpacked during the performance. 
It apologizes for the European stereotype of the clown's appearance and 
its contemporary representations. Likewise, it refers to the western pop 
culture clown as well as to the B-movies and C-movies film genres. It 
improves the inherent properties of a particular space and renames its 
original state in to the post-clown environs. It also creates mimicry, even in 
the sound - we turned on the ventilation that was in the recording studio, 
which also caused that the room was gradually getting cold. 

The post-clown opposes the stereotypes of its predecessors and contem-
poraries by nihilism. It ignores the physical laws as a passive citizen who 
wants to be unobserved and natural in its environment.  Instead of seeking 
freedom and desire, the physical actress as a post-clown caricature her-
self in the authenticity of existence. The concept uses passivity from the 
actress and focuses on minimalism and detail and appeals to the viewer's 
imagination. It doesn't matter what happened in the past, the story begins 
with the intertextuality of genres.

POOL: Physical Introduction is an introduction to the everydayness of 
post-clown character.

photo from installation: Virtual Introduction, 8.11.2019, festival YUP, Haus der Jugend, Osnabrück, Germany

Physical introduction

video of performance: https://youtu.be/mKwf0atOUC4



post-clown performance, public/private intervention, two-channel video (60 min)

 3. 5. - 20. 5. 2019 - St. Anastasia Island, Bulgaria

 The project was created within one month Artist in Residence, Czech center Sofia, Bulgaria

 Every day we prepared a camera in the room and a second hidden camera on a pillar in 
front of the door and waited for regular arrivals of the boat with tourists to the island where 
we worked on the POOL project as part of the Artist in Residence program. We were 
accommodated in tourist rooms next to the historical museum dedicated to the island.

We fixed color filters to the windows of the room, thanks to which made it possible to see 
out of the room but not from outside to inside of the room. Every morning we practiced this 
routine in a clown costume jumping on the bed behind the closed door of a tourist hostel. 
We always started just before the arrival of the ship and ended after its departure until the 
island remained depopulated. This record was made on the day the school group arrived 
on the island. One boy was too curious about what was behind the closed door, probably 
thinking the door was still a nearby museum and opened it (in video at 1:10 min) which 
triggered a chain reaction of curious children looking inside the room.

Note: Before the end of the recording, the camera inside the room has run out of battery, 
but the microphone and the hidden camera remain recording.

Attraction

video of performance: https://youtu.be/GnMnab1J8FM



post-clown performance, site-specific installation, happening, plastic foil, light design, video 
42 min.

5. 5. - 21. 5. 2019 – Installation / St. Anastasia Island, Bulgaria
19. 5. 2019 – Performance / St. Anastasia Island, Bulgaria

 The project was created within one month Artist in Residence, Czech center in Sofia, 
Bulgaria

On a very small island of St. Anastasia (size about one hectare) where we were working on 
the POOL project, we created several site-specific installations. Some were visible and some 
were not. One of the visible ones was the installation of a covered sea view with a plastic foil 
in the place (stage with elevation) which is the most representative tourist point within the 
island and from where you can see the arrival of the tourist boat and the light of the night 
city of Burgas. This installation was present on the island for about 2 weeks until we left. The 
plastic was properly recycled. 

Towards the end of the residence, the head of the island asked us as artists to present some of our work for evening visitors - teambuilding of a company specializing in eco-cars, along with 
families. We placed a post-clown performance under the plastic installation. Again, we started just before the arrival of the ship and ended after its departure, until the island remained 
depopulated. No one has been informed in advance or during what we are presenting. The video shows that after moments of confusion, the group spontaneously took a photo together 
with the performing Post-Clown, one of the visitors shared a live stream on social networks and started an online discussion. After about 15 minutes, the equally confused head of the island 
began to explain the history of the island as tourist guides do. The visitors took many photos with the background of the plastic sea, as well as during the two weeks of the installation. Tereza 
performed until the boat with the visitors was far away in the distance on the way back, because after dark we switched on the night lighting of the island, which we redesigned by blue 
filters, which could also be seen from afar.

Sea from the Elevation Floor

video of performance: https://youtu.be/9HltFfOkizc



post-clown performance, video, 30 min. 

 31.10.2019 - Mobilis Festival, Liptovský Mikuláš, SK 

The project "We Stand by Culture" takes its name from the currently known student 
activist initiative and the wider artistic and cultural community from Slovakia, which 
strives for a more competent, transparent and fair functioning of the culture sector.

Our one-time event takes place in a small cultural center in Liptovsky Mikulas, where 
a festival took place in the autumn of 2019, inviting artists and debators to perform 
on the theme of Manifesto. Our performance was announced for a specific hour at 
this center which is associated with a small café and an independent bookstore. 
Instead of performing on stage, our performance took place a few meters 
elsewhere in the same space but behind the café's counter. With the organizers of 
the event, we agreed that during this hour it would not be possible to sell anything, 
because the performer would be standing on the spot and not be disturbed. 
Above the dispensing window, there was a sticker "Stojíme pri kultúre (we stand by 
culture)" on the frame - an original sticker of the mentioned initiative, which often 
occurs glued in various places, which someone had pasted there before. Tereza 
(post-clown performer) stood behind this window instead of the bartender.

This symbolic gesture stopped the sale of any cultural product, coffee or beer there. 
Visitors ordered before the start of the performance could not leave during this hour 
because they had not paid, so they had to stay. Those who came to the show went 
straight to the other room and waited for something to happen on stage. They 
waited, started discussing common things, asked organizers when it would start, but 
they were not allowed to say anything. Occasionally someone went to the bar to 
order but it was not possible. So people were sitting still and watching the stage 
most of the time. The performance was two meters away from them behind their 
back. After the time had passed, another cultural program began and the normal 
operation of the café could continue as if nothing had happened.

 

Stojíme pri kultúre (We Stand By Culture)

video of performance: https://youtu.be/QJFfJxm0Nw0



Performance with a flashlight, series of photographs
 19.5.2019 – St. Anastasia Island, Bulgaria

... . .- / .. ... / -... .-.. .- -.-  performed with morse code in 
the black sea for points of the compass.

North is for the black sea,
east for the Atiya Naval Base,
south for oil refinery LUKOIL
and the west is for the city of Burgas.

... . .- / .. ... / -... .-.. .- -.-



post-clown performance, video loop, installation, found juggling cone, blue benches

9.6.2019, carbon mine, Carbonarium Performance Art Festival, Kyiv, Ukraine

The “Continuum” performance took place as in situ intervention in a former coal mine in Kyiv 
within the Carbonarium festival’s main programme.

We shot a video of a coal mine tunnel (where the performance was later held) and 
a post-clown actress who is leaving the bench and disappears in the darkness of the tunnel 
(in the space which we covered later by a projection screen) and coming back from the 
darkness to sit back on the bench. This movement was screened as a video loop and during 
the performance, the post-clown actress was sitting in front of the screen on one of the 
benches together with the audience.
The audience was situated in an environment where the real merged with the virtual - the 
projection was a continuation of the real environment, which was displayed in the video.
The performance lasted until the last spectator left.

post-clown performance, open call for official clowns for audience 

26.6.2019, courtyard of the town hall, Open Air Program Festival, Hradec Králové, 

The post-clown performance “Confrontation” took place at Open Air Program 
Festival in Hradec Králové. We announced an open-call for clowns (to be 
spectators of the performance - no more information were given) who were 
later part of the performance, sitting in the auditorium which was divided into 
two parts (one part clowns, one part real audience). The post-clown 
performance was placed on the stage in front of the auditorium, which was 
situated in the courtyard of the town hall. Before starting the performance, we 
printed a form containing empty boxes with personal data (degree, name, 
surname, profession, e-mail, signature) to be filled that circulated in 
the audience during the show. When the form returned to the post-clown 
actress, she went to the town hall building (which was situated two metres 
behind the actress back) where she received a notarial confirmation of the form 
(document). Post-clown (performance) was officially confirmed.

Note: Since the performance took place, fake spam has been sent from the 
post-clown (as another ongoing project) to those emails that viewers have 
written as their information in the form. 

Continuum

Confrontation

video of performance: https://youtu.be/WLNUJde8LAc



Installation, sculpture, textiles, sound object, 
video 1 min. (loop), performance, field 
recording, wall painting , post-clown

Egon Schiele Art Centrum, 
Český Krumlov, April 2019

The project was created within one month 
Artist in Residence, Arts and Theatre Institute, 
Czech Republic

 
 

Sequences

https://youtu.be/Iok1l9bibM4



Acupuncture of Exhibit ion Space

The Acupuncture of Exhibition Space Project took place on 29.5.-3.7.2019 at FaVU Gallery in Brno. 

The exhibition consisted of approximately 60,000 nails nailed to the 117 m² gallery walls (three 

connected rooms), along with the dropped plaster, which was a by-product of the installation 

process and from a hidden subwoofer that amplified noise of the street next to the gallery. All the 

rooms were dark all the time and visitors could only light with headlamps. The installation of the 

exhibition took place over a period of five days, at which time only three actors from the group 

worked on it. The concept of the exhibition was based on the conditions and contexts of the 

gallery itself, as well as on the ideology and history of the exhibition space. The 5-day performati-

ve installation followed a pre-set time schedule for choreography of work in space. During this 

work, the whole gallery was darkened from the beginning of the installation to the last day of the 

exhibition. The actors also used only headlamps during the installation, so they could only watch 

one specific point each time the nail was nailed to the wall. This is also to ensure that they are not 

disturbed by the surroundings beyond the light point and also to deny any thought of the aesthe-

tics of the nail composition within the work area. In this way of work, these surfaces were difficult 

to distinguish from each other in the process because the walls and nails were identical and the 

work consisted of monotonous repetitive operations. Movement through the gallery had its strict 

rules when alternating and moving from wall to wall. Space was divided into 60 blocks for this 

project, based on its architecture. Before the start of the work, there was a draw of the order of 

the places where the actors will move, so that all of them work simultaneously and independently 

of each block separately, undisturbed in several cycles.

 
At the same time, the artists were shrouded in the same workwear, from head to toe, in order to 

prevent the identification of a co-worker at the time of moving from place to place in these diffi-

cult light conditions. During these five days, each member of the group alternated in cycles seve-

ral times at each of the blocks, resulting in that it was not possible to tell who nailed where and 

how - thus disappeared individual manuscripts from the walls. They also had a rule not to commu-

nicate with each other in any way, which would not have been even possible, especially becau-

se of speaker noise and nailing. The workflows of the concept were set up to exclude subjective 

decisions within the implementation process. During the installation, as well as throughout the 

exhibition, one of the walls concealed the already mentioned large sub-bass loudspeaker, which 

was connected to a microphone placed on the street and reproduced its noise (transport vehic-

les, trams, parts of dialogues). The noise of the street is in itself a significant problem of this instituti-

on because every time the tram passes, it regularly shakes this old school building where the 

gallery is located. The loudspeaker reproduced this noise several times more, at only low, but 

significant frequencies, abstractly throughout the space, evenly, which had the effect of stren-

gthening the atmosphere (in comparison to the whale's belly). Due to the even distribution of 

subfrequencies in space, it was not possible to find their source, the position of the hidden 

speaker behind the wall. The sound of the gallery was coming out, behind its door, but it wasn't 

so easy to tell if it was a reproduced sound or real street noise, because the volume was equally 

dependent on the street situation.

Gallery installation, 60 000 nails, processual sound, video performance, choreography, variable dimensions

29.5.-3.7.2019

FaVU Gallery

Brno, CZ



Before entering the exhibition visitors were given headlamps, thus having a similar 

experience to watch and hear the exhibition as the authors during the installation. 

That is, except the sound of nailing with hammers and beeps which determined the 

schedule of work and rest. The visitor also created his / her individual approach to 

looking at this space full of nails, they could search the space. The more visitors were 

in the gallery at one time, the more the possibilities of looking at the exhibition chan-

ged by multiplying the points of light that intersected into sorts of networks, abstract 

grids. Conversely, in the situation of the only visitor, who put the light on correctly, 

he/she could see the exhibition without shadows at the right angle of the nails cove-

ring the shadow. These elements were reflected in the photo documentation of the 

exhibition when it was not entirely possible to reproduce the endless possibilities of 

looking at the exhibition in its immersive nature. Therefore, after the end of the exhi-

bition, space was also documented under full "photogenic" lighting. The hundreds 

of hours of video footage were generated during the installation process because 

the actors used GoPro cameras together with the headlamps. These records show 

the working procedures and various states (mental, sometimes even physical), but 

on the contrary, it is not possible to tell to whom, when and where the specific views 

belong because they all look literally the same. The installation process was also 

recorded on a 360 ° camera format with a central point of the gallery. During the 

first days of the exhibition, GoPro cameras also received few visitors, whose records 

are very interesting material about the movement and perception of this almost 

ritually acting space.

At the end of the exhibition and the removal of nails, large pieces of walls fell off, 

exposing the remains of past exhibitions, several layers of paint and previous partial 

repairs from inconsistent building materials, and the overall dilapidation of this histo-

ric building. The gallery, therefore, had to be completely reconstructed, revitalized.

Acupuncture of Exhibition Space is a metaphor of the gallery space as an indepen-

dent actor, organism, and its stimulation. It works with space as an accumulation 

unit in the network, as well as with the network itself. The initial starting point of the 

project refers to the theory of French sociologist Bruno Latour. The actor-network 

theory, known simply as ANT, involves not only people, but also objects, organizati-

ons, and concepts. ANT is based on the concept of a heterogeneous network of 

actors in mutual material and semiotic relationships. Latour is trying to explain how 

(not so why) the actors in this network have come together to act as a whole. ANT 

argues that every actor, whether a person, an object, an organization or a concept, 

is equally important to the network.

Similarly, acupuncture as a treatment method takes individuality together in a comprehensive understan-

ding of the condition of the whole organism instead of its separate parts. Whatever happens in one part of the 

body affects another part of the body, similar to the Latour's network system. Each network is made up of 

connection points that make up the system and can be referred to as 'acupuncture points'.

preview from installation process: https://youtu.be/Y6jhW_naM-cs 













exhibition walkthrough - dark (original): https://youtu.be/UHYHpEyzGLE

exhibition walkthrough - visitor: https://youtu.be/2sKwlhlZ4sQ preview from installation proces: https://youtu.be/Y6jhW_naM-cs

exhibition walkthrough - light: https://youtu.be/K5yYCvLJR4A



Acupuncture of Exhibit ion Space
2

EN
installation, approx. 60000 nails, performance, electricity-connected subwoofer (no sound), 250m cable

"Acupuncture of Exhibition Space2 (part two)" allegorically follows the previous exhibition Acupuncture of Exhibition 
Space that took place from 29.5.-3.7.2019 in the FaVU Gallery in Brno. 

The Acupuncture of Exhibition Space (series) is a metaphor of the gallery space as an independent actor, organism, 
and its stimulation. It works with space as an accumulation unit in the network, as well as with the network itself. The initial 
starting point of the project refers to the theory of French sociologist Bruno Latour. The actor-network theory, known 
simply as ANT, involves not only people, but also objects, organizations, and concepts. ANT is based on the concept of a 
heterogeneous network of actors in mutual material and semiotic relationships. Latour is trying to explain how (not so 
why) the actors in this network have come together to act as a whole. ANT argues that every actor, whether a person, 
an object, an organization or a concept, is equally important to the network. 
Similarly, acupuncture as a curing method takes into account the individuality together in a complex understanding of 
the condition of the whole organism instead of its separate pans Whatever is going on in one part of the body 
influences the other part. as according to Latour does the system of relationships in network Every network consists of 
interconnecting points that create the system - we call these points "the acupuncture points"

SK
inštalácia, cca 60000 klincov, performancia, subwoofer bez zvuku, 250m dlhý kábel 

Projekt Akupunktúra Výstavného Priestoru2, alegoricky nadväzuje na výstavu, ktorá sa uskutočnila 29.5.-3.7.2019 v Galerii 
FaVU v Brne.

(Séria) Akupunktúra Výstavného Priestoru je metaforou priestoru galérie ako samostatného aktéra, organizmu, a jeho 
stimulácie. Pracuje s priestorom ako s akumulačnou jednotkou v sieti, i so samotnou sieťou tejto jednotky. Prvotné výcho-
disko projektu odkazuje k teórii francúzskeho sociológa Bruno Latoura. Ten do actor-network theory, známej zjednoduše-
ne ako ANT (teória siete-aktérov), nezahŕňa iba ľudí, ale aj objekty, organizácie a koncepty. Základom ANT je predstava 
heterogénnej siete aktérov vo vzájomných materiálnych a semiotických vzťahoch. Latour sa snaží vysvetliť, ako (nie ani 
tak prečo) sa aktéri v tejto sieti zišli tak, že konajú ako celok. V ANT tvrdí, že každý aktér, či už osoba, objekt, organizácia
alebo koncept, je pre sieť rovnako dôležitý. Podobne tak akupunktúra ako liečebná metóda zohľadňuje individualitu 
spoločne v komplexné chápanie stavu celého organizmu namiesto jeho oddelených častí. Čokoľvek sa deje v jednej 
časti tela, ovplyvňuje aj inú časť tela, podobne ako systém vzťahov v sieti podľa Latoura. Každá sieť je zostavená zo 
spojovacích bodov, ktoré tvoria tak systém, a je ich možné označiť ako „akupunktúrne body“.

3.3.2020 - 23.3.2020
Pragovka Gallery / Entry

Prague















Footage of installation process: https://youtu.be/dcqP8oc4W_U



St i l l  L ive: Afterparty (+Safety Air  Refresher)

Slow number for two dancers, 8-channel sound composition, performance

Afterparty is part of a series Still Live Project.

21.2.2020, SONIX - concerts of international spatial electroacoustic music, Brno

12.3.2020 - Pragovka Gallery, Prague

For the first time, the performance was part of my premiere of the eight-channel 

music composition "Safety Air Refresher" presented during the "SONIX - concerts of 

international spatial electroacoustic music" event.

video: https://youtu.be/aJC0pPwBu70

For the second time, the performance was part of the Accompanying Program of 

the exhibition Acupuncture of Exhibition Space (squared). The performance took 

place exactly on the day when the quarantine was declared, so we streamed the 

performance online at the streaming channel of the gallery. The performance was 

accompanied by a switched-on bass loudspeaker.

video: https://youtu.be/_6ax0H9LhkE



INTERPELLATION
A full-length dance performance / conceptual movement form for four dancers / choreographic research / series of short films

Work in progress: 8.1.2020 / Stanica Žilina Záriečie
Work in progress: 28.2.2020 / Bátovce, Divadlo Pôtoň
Premiere: 29.5.2020 / Banská Bystrica, CnK Záhrada

The project “INTERPELLATION” deals with physical movement as a daily, work or social programmed form – it deals with an index 
of civil movements that are not considered to be dance but can be its initial material. For example, leisure activities during which 
a person automatically enters an ecstatic state and where the process itself is important. The project adopts a choreography 
understood as a system of power control over the human body in activities that are understood in society as a manifestation of 
freedom or individualism.  

The project deals with the phenomenon of post-dance, its possible use outside of the art institution - transferred to the practice of 
everyday life and back to the language of choreography. It translates through a choreographic research an elusive experience 
of a free body into the language of choreography that reflects hidden ideological forces. As these forces identify us, classify us 
and so - we become simplified identities on the basis of infra-structures, patterns, and language.



Still from a short film as a choreographic example of ecstatic warm-up



Still from a short film as a choreographic instruction on how to unfold a firearm



Stills from a series of several hour of psychosomatic exercises



Site-specific installation, LCD monitors, IKEA tables, free found footage video (Shutterstock)

 11.8. 2019 – during Artist in Residence in Kulturák Archa, Lubná, Czech Republic

As part of the residence, I slept in a henhouse near this field for two weeks. This installation was 
the last output of my stay. After a two-week residence during which I ate freshly laid eggs 
every day for breakfast, I returned home and for my amazement just at that time the stores 
began selling a new brand of eggs.

video: https://youtu.be/aktc_STCxZ4

Deep Field



site-specific installation, video loop, 2 min.
 May 2019 

A piece of broken drawer furniture on a rock sticking out of the sea 
during the evening tide. I had to swim to the rock with a drawer and the 
video was taken from a nearby island. I left the furniture there for two 
days. The drawer eventually opened under the pressure of physical 
forces.

This view was created during Artist in Residence on St. Anastasia Island, 
Bulgaria

Video, performance (behind the camera), sound, 53 min.
May 2019 

 2019 - during Artist in Residence stay on St. Anastasia Island, 
Czech Centre Sofia, Bulgaria

Recorded from hand.

Flow

On the Horizon Was a Ship, Sailboat

video: https://youtu.be/iwo0P-qmE6w

video: https://youtu.be/DiOJSM1XQzU



Sound for 3D animation with 8′ 45″, loop, installation, music score, opening 
performance/string trio, various dimension

11. 12. 2019 – 25. 1. 2020  - TIC Gallery / Brno, Czech Republic 

 The initial and final motif of Michal Žilinský’s exhibition is a zero milestone. 
This takes place moment after an apocalypse, at the Earth without people, 
at the place, where different physical rules apply. This is the author’s fourth 
CGI animation, centered around a fictitious virtual environment. 
The so-called Zone is inspired by both abandoned and magical place of 
Andrei Tarkovsky and master of classic sci-fi – Strugatsky brothers.

In Fragment 0, the author goes beyond: teases the viewer, shakes their 
confidence, mystifies. He chooses one object from the ambivalent Zone 
and hides its identity under the destructive signs of time and also visual play 
– under trompe l’oeil. At the same time, he follows his characteristic style as 
his brand: epic hyperrealism, references to chiaroscuro and almost magical 
symbolism could be seen in most of his previous works. Into his latest project, 
the author also inweaves commercial strategies known from pop culture, 
more pronounced than in previous works. This is highlighted mainly by 
camera work, music (composed by Tomáš Moravanský) or by formal refe-
rences to the genre of videogame introduction. The inanimate object of his 
interest becomes hero-Frankenstein, commodified by the same lascivious 
visual references like he ever lived. The ruin is depicted as a breakdown of 
matrix – clearly defined system – undermining the untenability of modern 
strict pragmatism. The ruin and its fragments were however created thanks 
to conflict of humans. The author then, by his installation refers not only to 
the extinction of the world and its original purpose but also to its legitimate 
contradictions. If using a 3D hyperrealistic moving image can blur borders 
of reality and fiction, then integration of hyperrealistic drawing, which is on 
the contrary most tradeable artifact of the exhibition, forces us to the 
absolute relativization. What if then, by the words of most popular 90’s 
ufologist Erich von Däniken, doomsday had already happened?

Curator:  Katarína Hládeková

Fragment 0 (collaboration on work of Michal Žilinský)

Exhibition performance preview: https://youtu.be/OxT3wzFrwR0
Video: https://vimeo.com/389020372 (password: fragment) 



Four-channel audio installation in collaboration with Václav Stratil

 7.9. - 19.10.2013 - Drdova Gallery, Prague, Czech Republic
9.4. - 3.5.2015 - Plato, Ostrava, Czech Republic

  In 2013 the painter and performer Václav Stratil met up with a young Slovak musician, 
Panáčik (Tomáš Moravanský), several times in a recording studio. As well as a guest appea-
rance on Panáčik’s album Mrakodrap (Skyscraper) and the recording of Stratil’s songs, 
another thing to come out of their meetings was the joint nine-minute composition Mrdat 
(Fuck). Here Stratil returned to the emotionally charged expression of the “patient”. 
The dysfunctional psychopathic speech switches between prayer, sexual perversion and 
furious berating. However, it also contains the neuralgic points of our culture, it enters into 
forbidden areas of knowledge and ridicules the sacrosanct.

The audio recording Fuck is an insane, in places chaotic and unlistenable outpouring of anger 
and disgust. A spiritual code, which for Stratil is always conditioned by Catholic dogma, is 
revealed as part of the subconscious breaking through into reality. The wreckage of 
the imagination forms an unstable island of poetry, but the cesspool of speech continues to 
flow with images which we cannot allow to remain within us. We are listening to a madman 
whose mind is wide open and without ethical-social inhibitions. Relief is brought by the 
melodic chanting of the word “marijuana”, but it does not diminish the listener’s unease from 
what he has just heard. Stratil says out loud what many of us might say in the anonymity of 
internet discussions. But it is this which distinguishes Stratil from other performers – a personally 
authorized transgression, where we are unsure if we are facing a parable or a monstrosity.

 Fuck was not the last time when the two artists worked together. Stratil’s voice could later be 
heard on Panáčik’s album Postmodern. Two joint photographs were subsequently created for 
the exhibition at PLATO, to which, after a long interval, Stratil added a series of dual portraits 
with people from the surrounding area. 

 curator: Jiří Ptáček

MRDAT (FUCK)



24 hour physical theater/performance, choreography, installation, tableau vivant

Recorded at videostudio of Faculty of Fine Art, Brno, Czech Republic, 2016  

Characters:
Peeping Tom – A man dressed in a voyeur coat with a tom-tom drum on his head
Teasink - Lasciviously dressed girl playing obsessively with an ink pen
Re-bell - A girl with a scarf covering her face and high-heeled shoes that repeatedly 
rings the doorbell.
Butor - Butoh dancer with butter

Supervisors: Jiří Ptáček, Pierre Nadaud

video: https://vimeo.com/175804418

Videomeaning

Short film, music video, 11 min. 
2014

Eleven minutes of psychotic pop. The “Skyscraper” clip is Panáčik's confession of 
anxiety, confusion, perversion, suppressed aggression and a desire to irritate. 
Panáčik belongs to a generation that can express its own fragility only through an 
excess and for which a delusion is more acceptable than the icy ocean of anomic 
reality. (by Jiří Ptáček)

video: https://youtu.be/klhgSsfj6_w

MRAKODRAP (SKYSCRAPER)



5 studio albums, 20 experimental albums, 102 music videos, 200 stage performances 
- concerts / physical theatre and dance performances, live music production, short films
Since 2007 

About two hundred live (solo/group) performances at clubs, small and medium-sized festivals 
in Central Europe

Upgraded since 2016: 
 A series of concerts / dance-stage performances with girls' dance groups and singers. The 
concerts are a follow-up to the previous stage production, which has been publicly 
introduced since 2009 in various groups of invited performers and music genres. Since 2016, 
these concerts have become intermedial stage works in which Moravanský cooperates only 
with female artists.

Panáčik / Audiovisual Romance

studio albums (bandcamp): https://bit.ly/3bEPtDL

music videos list (youtube): https://bit.ly/3dNZXCG

live example (2017): https://youtu.be/dJmv4Na5IgI

example 2 (in Slovak language): broadcast from a live 
concert from the building of the Slovak National Radio. 
The female choreographer commented on the concert 
performance (choreography) in real time for radio 
listeners: https://bit.ly/2JsheTG (start approximately 9:00 
min.).

(music project)
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